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We show that a strongly connected digraph with II vertices and minimum 
degree > n is pancyclic unless it is one of the graphs Kp.g. This generalizes a 
result of A. Ghouila-Houri. We disprove a conjecture of J. A. Bondy by showing 
that there exist hamiltonian digraphs with n vertices and &~(n + 1) - 3 edges 
which are not pancyclic. We show that any hamiltonian digraph with n vertices 
and at least &z(n + 1) - 1 edges is pancyclic and we give some generalizations 
of this result. As applications of these results we determine the minimal number 
of edges required in a digraph to guarantee the existence of a cycle of length k, 
k > 2, and we consider the corresponding problem where the digraphs under 
consideration are assumed to be strongly connected. 
J. A. Bondy [l] proved that an undirected hamiltonian graph with n 2 3 
vertices and $9 or more edges is pancyclic (unless it is one of the graphs 
K,,,) and conjectured that a hamiltonian digraph with n vertices and 
&z2 or more edges is pancyclic (unless it is one of the graphs K,,,). If true, 
this statement combined with a result of A. Ghouila-Houri [5] would 
imply: A strongly connected digraph with n vertices and minimum degree 
n is pancyclic unless it is one of the graphs Ke,= . 
In this paper we prove the last statement (without assuming Ghouila- 
Houri’s result) and we disprove Bondy’s conjecture by showing that 
there exist hamiltonian nonpancyclic digraphs with n vertices and 
&z(n + 1) - 3 edges. Furthermore we show that every hamiltonian 
digraph with n vertices and &(n + 1) - 1 or more edges is pancyclic, and 
we give some generalizations of this result. As applications of these results 
we show that a digraph which has n vertices and which contains no cycle 
of length k contains at most &n(n - 1) + +(k - 2)n edges. We show that 
this is best possible for n SE 0 mod(k - 1) and we characterize the extreme 
digraphs in these cases. Also, we show that a strongly connected digraph 
with n vertices and more than in2 edges contains a cycle of length k 
provided (k - 1)2 ,( n. 
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TERMINOLOGY 
We follow the terminology of Harary [6] with the modifications 
explained below. 
A &graph (directed graph) G consists of a set V(G) of vertices and a set 
E(G) of ordered pairs (called edges) of distinct vertices. A digraph G is 
hamiltoniun if it contains a cycle of length 1 V(G)1 and pancyclic if it con- 
tains cycles of every length k, 2 < k < 1 F’(G)I. If (x, y) E E(G) we say 
that x dominates y. The path consisting of the vertices x1 , x2 ,..., x, and 
the edges (xi, x~+~), i = 1, 2 ,..., n - 1, is denoted by x1 -+ x2 + ... -+ x, 
and the cycle obtained from this path by adding the edge (x, , x1) 
is denoted by x1 + xz -+ .** -+ x, -+ x1 . If G is a digraph and A, B C V(G) 
then we define E(A + B) = {(x, y) E E(G)1 x E A, y E B) and E(A, B) = 
E(A --f B) u E(B + A). If x E V(G), A Z V(G) then we write E(x -+ A), 
E(A --f x) and E(x, A) instead of E({x} ---t A), E(A + {x}) and E({x}, A), 
respectively. Furthermore we define d+(x, G) = 1 E(x -+ V(G))\, d+(x, G) = 
/ E( V(G) + x)1, and the degree d(x, G) of x in G is defined as 
1 E(x, V(G))( = d+(x, G) + d+(x, G). Ck (k 3 2) will denote the cycle of 
length k and K,,, ( p > 1) will denote the symmetric digraph associated 
with the undirected graph K,,, . 
SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS FOR A DIGRAPH TO BE PANCYCLIC 
Ghouila-Houri [5] proved that a strongly connected digraph G satis- 
fying 
Vx E F’(G): d(x, G) 3 / V(G)\ (4 
is hamiltonian. In this section we show that a strongly connected digraph 
satisfying (A) is pancyclic unless it is one of the graphs K,,, . 
LEMMA 1. Let G be a digraph with n >, 3 vertices containing a &I : 
x1 + xz ---f ... + x,-~ + x1 . Let x be the vertex not contained in this cycle. 
Zf d(x, G) 3 n then for every m, 2 < m < n, G contains a C, including x. 
Proof. Suppose there exists an integer m, 2 < m d n, such that G 
contains no C,,, including x. Then (x, xk) E E(G) implies (x~+,,+~ , x) 4 E(G) 
(the indices of x1, x, ,..., x,-~ are expressed modulo n - 1) for otherwise 
x-+xk-xk+l-+“‘-xk+,,@ -+ x would be a cycle of length m. Hence 
n-1 
4x, G) = c (I E(x - x,dl + I J%+,-~ - 41) < n - 1 
kc1 
which is a contradiction. 
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LEMMA 2. Let G be a strongly connected digraph containing a C,-z : 
X1--+X2-f”‘-fX,~~~X1, where n = I V(G)l. Let y, , yz be the vertices 
not contained in this cycle. 
(a) If d( y1 , G) 3 n, d( y, , G) 2 n and G 3 C,-, then n is even and 
the notation may be chosen such that y1 dominates and is dominated by 
precisely x1 , x3 ,..,, xnp3 , yz and yz dominates and is dominated by precisely 
X 2 > x4 2.*-Y xn-2 Y Yl . In particular, G is hamiltonian. 
(b) If G satisjies (A) and contains no C,-, then n is even and 
G = K/2 7 n12 . 
Proof of (a). By Lemma 1 d( y1 , G - y2) < n - 2 and 
d(y,,G-yl)<n-2. 
Hence d( y1 , G - y2) = d( yz , G - y,) = n - 2 and y, dominates and is 
dominated by y2 . For all i E { I,2 ,..., n - 2) 
I E&i -f yl)l + I E(y, --+ xi+l)l < 1. 
Since n - 2 = 4yl , G - y2) = CyZf (I E(xi+ y,)l + I E(y, - xi+J) we 
have: I E(xi -+ yl)l + / E( y1 -+ x~+~)I = 1 for all i E (1, 2,..., n - 2} or, in 
other words, (xi , y,) E E(G) o ( y1 , xi+J $ E(G). By symmetry 
(xi 3 YZ> E E(G) * ( ~2 7 xi+11 6 EC@. 
Assume w.1.g. that x1 dominates y, . Then y, does not dominate x, . By the 
arguments above x, dominates y, . Repeating this we obtain: x3 dominates 
yl, x4 dominates y, , etc. If one of the vertices yl, y2 is dominated by two 
consecutive vertices of the cycle x1-+x2 -+ **a -+x,-~ + x1 then both 
of y1 , yz are dominated by all vertices of this cycle. But then 
NY, 2 YZ>+ (XI ,..-, x,-2>) = @ 
because d( y, , G - y,) = d( y, , G - yJ = n - 2. This contradicts the 
assumption that G is strongly connected. Hence n is even, y, is dominated 
by precisely the vertices y, , x, , x3 ,..., x,-~ and y, is dominated by 
precisely the vertices y, , x2 , x4 ,..., x,-~ . Since d+( y, , G - yz) = 
n - 2 - d+( y, , G - y2) = i(n - 2) and G 2 C,-, , y, dominates the 
vertices x1 , x, ,..., x,-~ and no other vertex of {x1, x2 ,..., x,-~}. Ana- 
logously for y, . 
Proof of (b). For each i E (1, 3,..., n - 3) we consider the cycle 
~~-fx~-f~~~-fx~~~-ty~~y~-+x~+~-fx~+~~~~~--tx,~~-tx~.x~is 
dominated by xiel which is a vertex of this cycle. Then by (a) xi dominates 
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and is dominated by precisely the vertices x5 (j even) and yl, and xi+1 
dominates and is dominated by precisely the vertices x, (j odd) and y, . 
This shows that G = Kn,2,n,2 . 
In the proof of the next theorem we make use of the ideas of Ghouila- 
Houri [5]. 
THEOREM 1. Let G be a strongly connected digraph with n > 3 vertices 
andletS:x,-tx,-t...~~,~ -+ x1 be a cycle of G. Suppose n, < n and 
Vz E V(G) - V(S): d(z, G) 2 n. Then G contains a cycle of length > no. 
Furthermore, if no < n - 2 then G contains a cycle of length m, where 
no < m < 12. 
Remark. Theorem 1 clearly implies that a strongly connected digraph 
satisfying (A) contains a hamiltonian cycle and a cycle of length n - 1 
or n - 2. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Induction over n. The statement is easily verified 
for digraphs with three or four vertices, so assume that it has been proved 
for digraphs with fewer than n vertices (n 2 5). Suppose that G is a digraph 
with n vertices satisfying the assumption, but not the conclusion of the 
theorem. If n - 2 G no < n - 1 we can apply Lemmas 1, 2 so assume 
no < n - 2. Let G, , G, ,..., G, denote the strong components of 
G - {xl , x2 ,..., xs> 
and let Go denote the subgraph of G induced by {x1, x2 ,..., xnO}. Put 
ni = I V(G,)I for i = 1, 2,..., p and let Hi denote the subgraph of G 
induced by V(G,) u V(GJ. For each pair i, j, 1 < i < j < p either 
E(V(G,) - J'(G)) = 0 
or E( V(G,) -+ V(G,)) = QI . 
(1) For each iE {1,2,...,p} and for each z E V(G,): d(z, Hi) b no + ni 
and d(z, G,) > ni . Gi is hamiltonian and no > ni > 2. 
Proof. For each j E {I, 2 ,..., p}, j # i, I E(z, V(G,))l < ni , hence 
d(z, Hi) > d(z, G) - <cj”p, nj - nJ > no + ni = 1 V(Hi)I. Since we SUP 
pose that G contains no cycle of length no + 1, I E(z, V(G,))l < no by 
Lemma 1. Hence d(z, Gi) 2 d(z, Hi) - no > ni . By the induction 
hypothesis Gi is hamiltonian and by the assumption that G contains no 
cycle of length greater than no and less than n, no > ni . 
(2) p=l. 
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Proof. Suppose (reductio ad absurdum) that p 3 2. If HI is strongly 
connected then by the induction hypothesis it contains a cycle of length 
> n, which is a contradiction. Suppose therefore w.1.g. that E(V(G,) + 
V(G,)) = %. G is strongly connected and contains therefore a path 
Zl-fZ2-j “‘-fZ, (m 3 3) such that z1 E V(G,), z, E V(G,) and 
zi $ VGo) ” UC,) 
for i = 2, 3,..., m - 1. HI + (zl , zm) is strongly connected and therefore 
contains a cycle of length > n, by the induction hypothesis. If 
HI + (zl ; zm) contains no cycle of length greater than n, and less than 
n, + n, then n, = 2 and by Lemma (2a) n, + n, is even and HI + (zl , z,,J 
contains at least two edges going from G, to G, which is a contradiction. 
We may therefore assume that HI + (zl , z,,) contains a cycle of length 
greater than n, but less than n, + n, . This cycle contains the edge (zl , z,). 
Replacing this edge by the path z1 + z2 ---f ... ---f z, we obtain a cycle of 
length > n, but < n. This contradiction proves (2). 
Let y1 +y2+ “‘+ yn, + y, be a hamiltonian cycle of G, . 
(3) Vi E (1, 2,..., al>: I WY,, VGo))/ 3 no - n, + 2. 
I E(Y, 3 VGo))l 
= 4 yi , G) - 4 yi , G,) 3 (no + nl) - 2(n, - 1) = no - n, + 2. 
(4) Zf xt E V(G,) dominates yr E V(G,) then y,-, dominates none of 
the vertices x~+~ , xt+3 ,..., xt+n, and y,-, dominates none of xt+l , xt+z ,..., 
&+n,-1 . 
Proof. If (4) were not true G would contain a cycle of length j, where 
no -C j -C no + n, (note that yre2 # y,.). 
(5) Vi E (1, 2,..., nl>: E( yi - F’(G,)) # % and E( V(G,) - yi> # %. 
Proof. Suppose (reductio ad absurdurn) that 3i: E( V(G,) + yi) = % . 
L&r E (1, 2,..., n,} such that E( V(G,) - y& = %, E( V(G,) + y,) # % . 
Then 1 E( yrel + V(G,))I < no - n, + 1 by (4). But this contradicts (3). 
Similarly we obtain a contradiction if we assume that 
3i: E( yi + V(G,)) = 0. 
(6) V’ E (1, 2,..., nd: I EWGo) - Y& + I W-2 --+ VGoN I G 
no - n1 + 2. 
Proof. By (5) yiw2 dominates some vertex of Go , say x1 . Let 
xk, , xk2 ,*.., xk, 
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be the vertices of GO which dominate yj , 1 < k, < k, < *.- < k, < n, . 
By (4) yj-2 does not dominate any of the vertices 
Yj-2 dominates x1 SO x1 6 {xk,+l , xk,+2 ,..., xle,+nl-l}. Hence the vertices 
xkl+l, xkz+l )..., xk,,,+l , xkm+2 ,a.., Xk,,,+r,-1 are mutually distinct, and 
no - I E(Y~-~ - V(G,))I >, m + nl - 2 = I E(V(G,) - yj>l + n, - 2 
which proves (6). 
(7) G, is a complete digraph, and 
I E(VG,), WW = nI(no - nl + 2). 
Proof. By (3) 
I W’TGJ, VG,))/ 
= ig [I E(Yi - UGo))I + I EV’(G,) - yJl1 2 ndno - n, + 2) 
and by (6) 
I EC VGo), J’(GNI 
= j$ [I W(G) + Yj>l + I E(YC2 -+ f’(Wll < nl(no - n1 + 2). 
Hence the inequalities are equalities and the same holds in the proof of (3). 
In particular Vi E (1, 2,..., nl>: d( yi , G,) = 2(n, - 1) or, in other words, 
G, is a complete digraph. 
(8) If xt E V(G,) dominates y, E V(G,) then yTwI dominates none of 
the vertices x~+~ , x~+~ ,..., x~+~ 1 . 
Proof. By (4) it is sufficient to show that Y,-~ does not dominate 
X~+~ . By (7) y+ dominates yrvl so if yrml dominates x~+~ then 
Xt~Y,-+Y,-l~x,+l~Xt+z~‘“-Xt 
is a cycle of length n, + 2 < n. This contradiction proves (8). 
(9) 
VjE{l, 2,..., nl>: I EWG) -+vd + I E(Y,-, + V(G,)>I < no - nl + 1. 
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Proof. As in the proof of (6) we assume that yjVl dominates x1 and we 
let xkl , xk2 ,..., xk,,, be the vertices of G, which dominate yj, 1 < k, < 
k, < ‘.. < k, < n, . By (8) yjel dominates none of the vertices 
xkI+l I xk,+l ,..., xk,+l , xk,+Z ,..., Xk,in, . 
Furthermore these vertices are mutually distinct so 
no-IE(yj-l+UGc,))I >,m+n,-1 =IE(V(G,)+y,)l+n,-I 
which proves (9). 
BY (9) 
I EC UGA VGA) I 
= j$ [I E(v(Gd + Yj)l + I E(YGI + I’ll G Q(~O - Q + 1). 
This, however, contradicts (7), and the theorem is proved. 
THEOREM 2. Let G be a strongly connected digraph with n >, 3 vertices 
such that 
Vx E V(G): d(x, G) >, n. 
Then either G is pancyclic or n is even and G = K(,,12),(n12) .
Proof. By Theorem 1 G contains a cycle of length n - 2 or n - 1. 
If G contains no cycle of length n - 1 then by Lemma 2 n is even and 
G = K(n,z),(n,z) , and if G contains a cycle of length n - 1 then G is 
pancyclic by Lemma 1. 
Problem. M. Meyniel [7] proved that a strongly connected digraph 
G satisfying 
(W Vx, Y E V’(G): x f Y, (x, Y) $ E(G), (Y, 4 # E(G) * 4x, G) 
+ 4 y, ‘3 2 2 I WI 
is hamiltonian. Maybe the following generalization of Theorem 2 is true: 
Every strongly connected digraph G satisfying (B) is either bipartite or 
pancyclic. 
THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF EDGES IN 
HAMILTONIAN NONPANCYCLIC DIGRAPHS 
Bondy [l] proved that the number of edges in an undirected hamil- 
tonian nonpancyclic graph with n vertices is less than or equal to inn” and 
conjectured that the number of edges in a hamiltonian nonpancyclic 
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digraph with n vertices is less than or equal to +z8. The next theorem dis- 
proves the conjecture. 
THEOREM 3. For each pair n, m of integers where n > 4, 2 < m < 
n - 1, there exists a hamiltonian digraph which has n vertices and 
&t(n - 1) + ni - 2 
edges and which contains no C,,, . In particular there exists a hamiltonian 
nonpancyclic digraph with n vertices and $n(n + 1) - 3 edges. 
Proof. We define a graph G,,, as follows: V(G,,,) = {x1 , x2 ,..., xn), 
JWn,m) 
= {(XI, xi) 1 i <j v i =j + I} - {(xi, xi++JI 1 < i < n - m + 11. 
Clearly G,,, is a hamiltonian digraph with n vertices and 
*n(n - 1) + m - 2 
edges and G,., $J C,,, . 
Using the next result which may have independent interest we shall 
show that a hamiltonian nonpancyclic digraph with n vertices cannot 
contain &z” + n) - 1 or more edges. 
THEOREM 4. Let G be a hamiltonian digraph with n > 4 vertices and 
3(n2 + n) or more edges and let v be any vertex of G. Then G contains two 
disjoint cycles S1 , S, such that V(&) u V(S,) = V(G), v E V(S,) and S, 
contains two vertices x, y such that x is the predecessor of y in S, and 
Proof. We shall prove the theorem by reductio ad absurdum. Suppose 
the theorem is false and let G be a graph satisfying the assumption but not 
the conclusion of the theorem such that n = 1 V(G)1 is minimal. It is easy 
to see that n >, 5. Also, we may assume that 1 E(G)1 = &(n2 + n). (Other- 
wise we consider an appropriate subgraph of G instead of G.) Let v be a 
vertex of G such that G does not contain two disjoint cycles with the 
properties described in the theorem. We shall first prove 
(10) G contains two disjoint cycles S, , S, such that V(S,) u V(S,) = 
V(G) and S, contains two vertices x, y such that x precedes y in S, and 
I W 4 J%Wl + I WW -+ Y>I > I Wdl + 1. 
Proof. We suppose that (10) is false. Let x,-+x2 -+ .** +x,-+x, 
be any hamiltonian cycle of G. Put ei = 1 if (xifl , xi) # E(G), l i = 0 
otherwise. 
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Suppose first that Z!i : d+(xi , G) + ri’(q+i, G) < n + Q. Let G’ 
denote the graph obtained from G - {xi , xitl) by adding a new vertex v’ 
and the edges {(v’, z)~(x~+~ , z) E E(G)} U {(z, t)‘)l (z, xi) E E(G)}. Then 
/ E(G’)I = j E(G)1 - d+(xj , G) - d”(xi+l , G) + ci 2 I E(G)1 - n = 
&((n - 1)” + (n - 1)). Because of the minimality property of G, G’ 
contains two disjoint cycles S,‘, S2’ such that 
V(S,') u V(S,') = V(G'), v' E V(S,') 
and S,’ contains two vertices x’, y’, where x’ precedes y’ in S,‘, such that 
in G’: I E(x’ + V(S,‘))I + I E( V(S,‘) --f y’)l > I V(S,‘)l + 1. In G we 
obtain two cycles S, , S, as follows: S, = S,’ and S, is obtained from S,’ 
by replacing a segment of S1’: z1 ---f U’ + z2 by the path 
Also, if v’ $ {x’, y’} then we put x = x’, y = y’, if U’ = x’ we put x = 
x,.+~ , y = y’ and if v’ = y’ we put x = x’, y = Xi . Then x precedes y 
in S, and 
I w - WI))l + I ww -+ Y)l = 
I ax’ - W,‘)) I + I WG2’) - $)I 3 I W2’)I + 1 = I W,)l + 1 
This contradicts the assumption that (10) is false, if there is an i with 
d+(xj , G) + d’(~j+~ , G) < n + l i . 
Suppose next that for every hamiltonian cycle: 
we have d+(x, , G) + &(x~+~ , G) > n + 1 + ei Vi. Then 
i(n” + n) = ; f (d+(xi , G) + d+(xj+, , G)) 2 &n(n + 1) + $ i ci . 
i=l i=l 
Hence Ei = 0 (i.e., xi+i dominates xi) and d+(xi , G) + &(xi+, , G) = 
II + 1 for all i. 
If G contains a cycle S of length 12 - 2 which misses two consecutive 
vertices of x1 --f x2 + ... + X, + x1 , xi and xi,1 say, then we put 
S1 = S, S2 = xi + X~+~ * Xi , x = xi , y = xi+1 and we see that (10) 
holds, so G contains no such cycle S. From this we deduce: 
I E(xi + Xi+j>I + I E(s+I + Xi+j+dI < 1 
for i = 1, 2,. .., n and ,j = 1, 2,. .., n - 3 (for otherwise we consider the 
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cycle S: xi --f xi+j + xi+j-I- ... + xi+1 + xi+j+a + xi+j+h + ... + xi and 
obtain a contradiction). Hence 
+ I ax,+1 - Xi+& + I Jwi - xi-111 
+ I axi - XXJI + I e-i+1 - xi+311 
<?2+1. 
If equality holds then G contains both of the edges (xi, xi-& (x$+~, 
x~+~). But +n(n + 1) = 8 Cy=, (d+(xi , G) + d+(Xi+l , G)), hence 
d+(Xi 3 G) + d+(Xi+, 7 G) = TI + 1 
for all i = 1, 2,..., n and G contains all the edges (Xi , xi+& (xi+2 , xi), 
i = 1, 2,..., n. Then G contains the hamiltonian cycle: 
We can repeat all arguments above with this hamiltonian cycle instead of 
x~-fx~+“‘+x,+x~. In particular we obtain a contradiction if G 
contains a cycle of length n - 2 which misses two consecutive vertices of 
x, -+ x3 4 x2 + x4 + x5 --+ ... + x1. But 
is such a cycle so we have obtained a contradiction which proves (10). 
In what follows we assume that the cycles S, : z1 -+ z2 + ... + z, -+ z1 
and S, : u1 + u2 + ... -+ U, -+ u1 satisfy (10) and we may choose S, , S, 
such that m is least possible. Suppose w.1.g. that 
I J% + Wd)l + I WC%> -+ 4 2 m + 1. 
By an argument similar to that in the proof of Lemma 1 we deduce that S, 
contains two consecutive vertices, z, , z1 say, such that z,,, dominates u2 
and u1 dominates z, . Since G does not satisfy the conclusion of the theorem 
u must be a vertex of S, . Let G, and G, denote the subgraphs induced by 
V(S,) and V(S,), respectively. 
(11) I EG)I < h(m + 1). 
Proof. Suppose 1 E(GJ 3 +m(m + 1). Let G’ denote the graph 
obtained from G, by adding a new vertex U’ and the edges 
W, 4 z E UG), (~1 7 z) E E(G)) u Hz, ~‘11 z E VW, (z, 4 E E(G)). 
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Then 1 V(G)1 > I k’(G) = 1 V(G,)I + 1 = nz -t 1 3 4 and / E(G’)I 3 
+(mz + m) + m + 1 = &((m + 1)2 + (PZ + 1)). Also, G’ is hamiltonian. 
By the minimality property of G, G’ contains two disjoint cycles S,‘, S,’ 
such that V(S,‘) u I’(&‘) = V(G’), u’ E I’(&‘) and Sz’ contains two 
vertices x’, y’, where x’ precedes y’ in S,‘, such that 
I ax - VSl’))I + I E( V(S,‘) - u’>l 3 I W,l)I + 1. 
We now define two cycles of G as follows: S; = S,‘, and if v1 and uz 
denote the predecessor and successor, respectively, of u’ in S,’ then S”, 
is obtained from S,’ by replacing the segment u1 ---f v’ -+ v2 by 
It is then easy to see that the condition of (10) is satisfied with S;l, S,” 
instead of S, , S, . But 1 V($‘)l < 1 V(S,)l which contradicts the minimality 
property of S, . This proves (11). 
We now define the graph G’ as follows: G’ is obtained from G, by adding 
a new vertex u’ and the edges 
W, 41 z E W,), (zm 34 E E(G)) u KG u?l z E UG,), (z, ~1) E E(G)). 
Clearly G’ is hamiltonian. Since t, E I$!?,) and G does not satisfy the con- 
clusion of the theorem we have: 
I Wi --+ VWI + I E(VG2) + zi+A < I UG,)I = r for all i. 
Using this and (11) we deduce: 
I E(G’)I = I E(G)1 - I E(G,)I - I E( V(G,h UG,))l 
+ I Wm - JJ’(G,))I + I E( W2) + zhl 
2 &z(n + 1) - $m(m + 1) + 1 
m-1 
- El (I Wz, -+ UWI + I N’(GI - zi+d) 
3 *(m + r>(m + r + 1) - &n(m + 1) + 1 - (m - 1) r 
= $(<r + 1j2 + (r + 1)) = HI VW! + I J’(W). 
If r = 2 then I E(G’)I = 6 and G’ is a complete digraph. Then z, domi- 
nates both of u1 , u2 and z, is dominated by both of u1 , u2 , hence 
I E(zm - W2)) I + I E( VS2) - 4 I = 4 > I W2)l. 
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But this contradicts the assumption that G does not satisfy the conclusion 
of the theorem. We may therefore assume that r > 2, i.e., I V(G’)/ 3 4. 
Then G’ contains two disjoint cycles S,‘, S,’ such that a’ E V(&‘) and S, 
contains two consecutive vertices x’, y’ (x’ preceding y’) s.t. 
I E(x’ -+ V(S,l)>l + I a W,‘) - y’)l 3 I W,‘) I + 1. 
As in the proof of (11) we define two disjoint cycles S;, Si in G such that 
s; = S,‘, V(Sl) 2 V(S,), V(S;) U V(Si) = V(G) and S; contains two 
consecutive vertices x, y (X preceding y) such that 
I E(x -+ vs;>>i + I WV,“) -+ u)l 2 I Jv;)l + 1. 
Since ZI E V(S;) we have obtained a contradiction to the assumption that 
G does not satisfy the conclusion of the theorem. This completes the 
proof of the theorem. 
Remark. In Theorem 4 +(nz + n) cannot be replaced by i(n” + n) - 1. 
To see this we take the digraph G which can be described as follows: 
V’(G) = {x, , xz ,..., x,1, E(G) = {(xi , xdl f <A LJ {(xi , xd j 2 21. 
Clearly G is a hamiltonian digraph with n vertices and $(n” + n) - 1 
edges. But G does not contain two disjoint cycles. 
For the next theorem we need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3. Let G be a hamiltonian digraph with n vertices and &z(n + 1) 
or more edges, and let v be any vertex of G. Then G contains a cycle of 
length n - 1 through v. 
Proof. By Theorem 4 G contains two cycles 
s, : x1 -+ x2 + “‘+x,-+x1 
and&: y,-+y2+ **. + y8 --+ y1 s.t. v E V(S,) and 
3: I E(xi -+ %%))I + I WV,> --+ xi+31 >, I V(S,)l + 1. 
Using the same type of arguments as in Lemma 1 we see that 
31’ : (xi 3 ui> E E(G) A (YG2 > xi+11 EE(G). 
Then 
x1 -+ x2 -+ “‘-fxi~yj-fyi+l-“‘-fy~_2-txi+~-t...~xi_~-tx~ 
is a cycle of length n - 1 including v. 
THEOREM 5. Let G be a hamiltonian digraph with n > 3 vertices and 
$n(n + 1) - 1 or more edges. Then G is pancyclic. 
S8zb/zo/I-3 
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Proof. Induction over n. For IZ = 3, 4 the statement is easily verified. 
Suppose it has been proved for graphs with fewer than n vertices (n > 5) 
and let G be a hamiltonian digraph with n vertices and tn(n + 1) - 1 or 
more edges. We may assume that G has precisely gn(n + 1) - 1 edges 
(otherwise we consider a hamiltonian subgraph of G with IZ vertices and 
$n(n -1. 1) - 1 edges instead of G). Suppose first that G contains a cycle of 
length n - 1. Let z be the vertex missed by this cycle. If d(z, G) 2 n then 
G is pancyclic by Lemma 1. If, on the other hand, d(z, G) < n - 1 then 
G - z has IZ - 1 vertices and more than &(n - 1) n - 1 edges and is 
therefore pancyclic by the induction hypothesis. 
We shall therefore in what follows assume that G contains no C,-, 
and hereby reach a contradiction. Let vI -+ t’2 -+ ... --j v, -j v, be a 
hamiltonian cycle of G. 
(12) Vi E (1, 2,..., n}: dt-(vi , G) + d-(z~,+~ , G) 3 n. Furthermore 
Cvi+l > vi) E E(G) ifd+(v, , G) + d-(~+~, G) = n. 
Proof. Suppose there exists an i such that (12) is false. Consider the 
digraph G’ obtained from G - (Vi, v<+~} by adding a new vertex v and the 
edges NV, 4 z E V(G) - {vi , ~~~~1, 
(v~+I > Z> E E(G)) ‘J {(ZT u>I Z E v(G) - {Vi 2 Vi+J, (Z, Vi) E E(G))* 
Then G’ has n - 1 vertices and at least / E(G)1 - (n - 1) > a(n - 1)n 
edges. By Lemma 3 G’ contains a C,-, through v. It is then easy to see 
that G contains a C,-, which a contradiction. 
(13) If d+(vi , G) + d-h,, > G) = n then G contains a C,_, missing 
ui and vi+1 . 
Proof. Define G’ as in the proof of (12). G’ has n - 1 vertices and 
1 E(G)1 - n = +(n - 1) n - 1 edges. By the induction hypothesis G’ 
is pancyclic, in particular it contains a C,-z . If this CnPz includes u then 
clearly G contains a Cnel which is contrary to our assumption. Hence 
G’ - v = G - {vi , Q+~} is hamiltonian. This proves (13). 
Since xy=r(d+(Vi , G) + d'(~i+~ , G)) = 2 I E(G)1 < n(n + 1) there 
exists a k s.t. d+(vk , G) + d+(v,+, , G) < n + 1. By (12) and (13) 
d+(v, , G) + d-(uk+1 , G) = n, (va+l , 4 E E(G) 
and G - {Q~ , Q+~) contains a hamiltonian cycle 
s:y,+y,+...-y,-z-y,. 
(14) G contains a hamiltonian cycle S’ which includes the edge 
(%+l , 4. 
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Proof. Suppose (14) is false. Then for each 
i E (1, 2,..., n - 21: I E(yi - ~+,)l + I EC% -+~i+dl G 1. 
Since 
d+(u, , G) + d+(vk+, , G) - 2 
n-2 
= n - 2 = 1 (I E(Yi - vk+l)l + I Wk - Yi+dl) 
i=l 
we have: 
(G 2 yi+d $ E(G) =z ( yi > vk+d E E(G). 
Since G contains no C,-, we also have: 
Hence 
(Yi,V IC+J E E(G) 3 (va 9 yi+z) 6 E(G). 
(vk 9 yi+d 4 E(G) * (vk , yp.+z) tf E(G) 
or, in other words, vk dominates either all or none of the vertices of S. 
Jf vk dominates all vertices of S then I E(vk , V(S))1 3 it - 1 because 
vkel dominates vk . Then by Lemma 1 G contains a C,-, . If vk dominates 
no vertex of S then I E(v&+, , V(S))\ > n - 1 because 
d%+l , G) = n - d+(v, , G) 
and vk+l dominates vhf2 E V(‘(s). This also leads to a contradiction which 
proves (14). 
In (12) we considered any hamiltonian cycle of G. Hence 
d+(vk+l, G) + d-b , G) 2 n. 
If 1 %k , v(s))1 > n - 1 Or I E(G+l, V(S))/ > II - 1 then G > C,-, by 
Lemma 1. We may therefore assume that d(v, , G) = d(v,+, , G) = n. 
Then by Lemma 2 we may assume that n is even, uk dominates and is 
dominated by the vertices v~+~ , y1 , y3 ,..., y,-, and uk+l dominates and is 
dominated by the Vertices ?.+$, y, , y4 ,..., yn-2 . Since G - {vk, &+l} has 
it - 2 vertices and &z(n + 1) - 1 - (2~2 - 2) > &(n - 2)2 edges G must 
contain an edge ( yi , yj) s.t. i and j have the same parity, say i and j are 
both even. Then if j # i + 2 the cycle vk -+ yi+l -+ yi+2 -+ *.* + yi - y, ---f 
%+1 - Yi+2 + Yi+3 - .‘. -+ yjel + vk is a Cycle of length n - 1, and if 
j = i+2 the cycle Vk-fYj+l~Yj+2--j”‘-+Yi-Yi~Uk+l-fVk has 
length n - 1. This contradiction proves the theorem. 
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SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS FOR THE EXISTENCE OF 
CYCLES OF PRESCRIBED LENGTHS 
Bondy [2, Corollary 3.11 proved that an undirected graph with n 
vertices and more than &z” edges contains a cycle of length k whenever it 
contains a cycle of length 2 k. We shall prove an analog statement for 
digraphs. For this we need the following result. 
THEOREM 6. Let G be a strongly connected digraph with n > 3 vertices. 
Let r be the integer s.t. 1 E(G)1 = +n(n - 1) + r. 
(a). If S is any longest cycle of G then the subgraph of G induced by 
V(S) contains at least &m(m - 1) + r edges where m is the length of S. 
(b). If G is hamiltonian, but not pancyclic, r > (n/2), and S is any 
longest cycle of G among those cycles of G which have length < n then the 
subgraph of G induced by V(S) contains at least $m(m - 1) + r edges where 
m is the length of S. 
Proof of (a). Let G’ be a subgraph of G s.t. 
(i) G’ > S. 
(ii) I E(G’)I > & I V(G’)l(I V(G’)I - 1) + r . 
(iii) G’ is minimal w.r.t. (i) and (ii). 
Clearly such a graph G’ exists. It is sufficient to show that V(G’) = V(S). 
Suppose therefore this is not so. Put 1 V(G’)I = k, k > m. For every 
vertex z E V(G’) - V(S) d(z, G’) >, k, for otherwise G’ - z has k - 1 
vertices and at least $k(k - 1) + r - (k - 1) = g(k - l)(k - 2) + r 
edges which contradicts the minimality property of G’. Let G” be any 
strong component of G’ - V(S) and let H denote the subgraph of G’ 
induced by V(S) u V(G”). Since for every z E V(G’) - V(S) d(z, G’) >, k 
we have: d(z, H) 3 j V(H)1 for every z E V(H) - V(S). Also d(z, G”) 3 
d(z, H) - m > / V(G”)I for every z E V(G”) because G’ contains no cycle 
of length m + 1. Then G” is hamiltonian by Ghouila-Houri’s theorem 
(which is included in Theorem 2). This implies that ] V(S)] = m > 1 V(G”)I. 
Since d(z, H) > I V(H)1 Vz E V(G”) H must contain some edges between 
S and G”. If H is strongly connected it contains a cycle of length > m by 
Theorem 1. Suppose therefore E(V(S) -+ V(G”)) = 0. G is strongly 
connected and contains therefore a path z1 + z, -+ ... + a,, where 
z1 E V(S), z, E V(G”), and zi q? V(S) u V(G”) = V(H) for i = 2 ,..., s - 1. 
Then H + (zl , ZJ is strongly connected and contains a cycle of length >m 
by Theorem 1. If we replace the edge (zl , zr) by the path z1 + zz --+ ... + z, 
we obtain a cycle of length >m. This contradiction proves (a). 
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Proof of (b). Suppose first m = II - 1 and let z denote the vertex 
missed by S. Since G is not pancyclic d(z, G) < n - 1 by Lemma 1. Then 
G - z has at least +n(n - 1) + r - (n - 1) = &m(m - 1) + r edges. 
We may therefore assume that m < n - 2. As in the proof of (a) we 
consider a subgraph G’ satisfying (i), (ii) and (iii). If V(G’) = V(S) we have 
finished so assume 1 V(G)/ = k > m. As in the proof of (a) we consider 
any strong component G” of G’ - I’(S) and let H denote the subgraph of 
G’ induced by V(S) u V(G”). By the maximality property of S and by the 
assumption that m < n - 1 H contains no C,,, . Using precisely the same 
arguments as in the proof of (a) we conclude that d(z, H) 3 ( V(H)1 
for every z E V(G”), G” is hamiltonian (in particular 2 < 1 V(G”)j < m) 
and H contains some edge between S and G”. 
Case 1. H is not strongly connected. Say E( V(S) -+ V(G”)) = m - 
As in the proof of (a) we consider a path z, + z2 -+ *em -+ z, where 
z1 E V(S,), z, E V(G), and zi q! V(S) u V(G”) for i = 2, 3 ,..., s - 1. 
H + (~1, s z ) is strongly connected and since (zl , z,) is the only edge 
going from V(S) to V(G”) and / V(H)1 > m + 2 it easily follows from 
Theorem 1 and Lemma 2 that H + (zl , z,) contains a cycle of length >m 
which is not a hamiltonian cycle of H. Replacing the edge (zl , z,) by the 
path z1 -+ z2 + ... + z, we obtain a cycle which has length greater than m 
but less than n. This is a contradiction. 
Case 2. H is strongly connected. 
By Theorem 1 H contains a cycle of length >m. Any such cycle must 
be a hamiltonian cycle of G because of the maximality property of S. In 
particular G = G’ = H. Let S: v1 -+ u2 + ... -+ v, + q . By Theorem 1 
and Lemma 2 m = n - 2, n is even and if V(G”) = {ul, uZ} we may 
assume that u1 dominates and is dominated by us, vZ , v4 ,..., v, and by no 
other vertex and u2 dominates and is dominated by u1 , v1 , vg ,..., v,-~ and 
by no other vertex. G - {ul , u2} has n - 2 vertices and at least 
/ E(G)1 - (2n - 2) > t&P - (2n - 2) = $(n - 2)2 
(we here use for the first time the assumption r > (42)). Then G - {ul, u2} 
is not a bipartite digraph and contains therefore an edge (ai , vi) such that 
i andj have the same parity, say i andj are even. But then it is not difficult 
to see that G contains a C,-l, which we have assumed is not the case. 
This concludes the proof of(b). 
The next two theorems generalize Theorem 5. 
THEOREM 7. If G is a strongly connected digraph with n vertices and 
$n(n + 1) - 1 or more edges then G contains a cycle of length s if it con- 
tains a cycle of length 3s. 
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Proof. Let S be a longest cycle of G and let H denote the subgraph of 
G induced by V(S). Then by Theorem 6(a) 
I E(H)1 3 t I Wf)I . (I Wf)I + 1) - 1. 
By Theorem 5 H is pancyclic and contains therefore a cycle of length s. 
THEOREM 8. Let G be a strongly connected digraph with n vertices and 
at least $n(n - 1) + m edges where m is an integer, (n/2) < m < n. If 
G contains a cycle of length >m then G contains cycles of all lengths <m. 
ProoJ Induction over n. For n = 2, 3 the theorem is easily verified. 
Suppose that the theorem has been proved for digraphs with fewer than n 
vertices and suppose (reductio ad absurdum) that G is a digraph with n 
vertices for which the theorem is false. By Theorem 7 m < n - 2. 
(15) G is hamiltonian. 
Proof. Let S be any longest cycle of G, let k denote the length of S 
and let H denote the subgraph of G spanned by V(S). By Theorem 6(a) 
H has at least &k(k - 1) + m edges. If k < n then H contains cycles of 
all lengths <m by the induction hypothesis which is contrary to our 
assumption. Hence k = n, i.e., G is hamiltonian. 
(16). G contains a cycle of length m, m + 1, or n - 1. 
Proof. Let v1 --f v2 * ..* + un -+ v1 denote a hamiltonian cycle of G. 
G contains a vertex, a1 say, of degree <n because G is not pancyclic. If G 
contains the edge (v, , v2) G clearly contains a cycle of length n - 1. If, 
on the other hand, G does not contain this edge we consider the graph 
G’ = G - a1 + (v, , vz). This graph has n - 1 vertices and at least 
+(n - l)(n - 2) + m edges, hence it contains a C, by the induction 
hypothesis. If this C,,% does not contain the edge (v, , VJ then G contains 
a C, . Otherwise G - ai contains a path of length m - 1 from t’:! to v, , 
hence G contains a C,,, . This proves (16). 
Let H be a subgraph of G induced by a cycle which has maximum length 
among those cycles of G which have length <n. Put k = I V(H)/. By (16) 
k 2 m and by definition k < n. By Theorem 6(b) 
I E(H)1 3 iMk - 1) + m 
and by the induction hypothesis H contains cycles of all lengths <m. 
This contradiction proves the theorem. 
Remark. Theorem 3 shows that the condition ( E(G)1 > &z(n - 1) + m 
in Theorem 8 cannot be replaced by [ E(G)1 2 &z(n - 1) + m - 2. 
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RESULTS OF TURAN TYPE FOR CYCLES IN THE DIRECTED CASE 
ErdGs [4] proved by probabilistic methods a result which implies that 
for every integer k 3 3 there exists a constant nL s.t. every (undirected) 
graph with n > nk vertices and [&zz] + 1 or more edges contains a cycle 
of length k. Bondy [2] proved that one can put nk = 2k - 2. Woodall 
[8] determined the minimum number of edges required to guarantee the 
existence of a cycle of length k (k odd) in an undirected graph with y1 
vertices when k < n < 2k - 2. We shall here prove a statement analogous 
to the abovementioned result of Erdos. 
THEOREM 9. Let k be an integer 32. Every strongly connected digraph 
G with n > (k - 1)2 vertices and more than &n2 edges contains a C, . 
Proof. For k = 2 the statement is trivial so assume k > 3. Let S be a 
longest cycle of G and let H be the subgraph of G induced by V(‘(s). Put 
m = 1 V(S)l. / E(G)1 = $n(n - 1) + r, where r > (n/2). By Theorem 
6(a) 1 E(H)1 2 *m(m - 1) + r. By Theorem 8 H contains cycles of all 
lengths < min{r, m}. Since r > (n/2) > +(k - 1)” 3 k - 1 it is sufficient 
to show that m 3 k. But if m < k we have 
m(m - 1) 3 / E(H)1 3 +m(m - 1) + r > +m(m - 1) + fr(k - 1)2 
> +m(m - 1) + $m2 
which is a contradiction. 
Following Brown and Harary [3] we define ex(n, G,) as the maximum 
number of edges in digraphs G which have n vertices and which contain 
no G, as a subgraph. Analogously we define ex,(n, G,) where only strongly 
connected digraphs G are considered. Theorem 9 then states that 
exdn, CJ < [in21 
for n >, (k - I)“. Clearly ex,(n, C,) > [an21 fork odd and n > k. We shall 
now determine upper and lower bounds for ex,(n, C,) when k is even. For 
this we need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4. Let G be a hamiltonian digraph with n vertices and 
+z(n - 1) + r 
edges where r > 0. Let S be a longest cycle of G among those cycles of G 
which have length <n and let H be the subgraph of G induced by V(S) 
Then either G contains cycles of every even length, or else 
I PI 3 4 I Wf)l(I Wf)I - 1) + r. 
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Proof. If G is pancyclic we have finished. If, on the other hand, G is 
not pancyclic we can use precisely the same arguments as in the proof of 
Theorem 6(b). Only in the case (Case 2 in Theorem 6(b)) where / V(H)1 = 
n - 2 and d(x, G) 3 n for each x E V(G) - V(H) we must use different 
arguments. But in this case we can use Lemma 2 which clearly implies that 
G contains cycles of every even length. 
THEOREM 10. For n >, k > 4, k even, 
$n(n - 1) + k - 2 < ex,(n, C,) < Qn(n - 1) + &(k - l)(k - 2). 
Proof. The graphs G,,I, defined in the proof of Theorem 3 demonstrate 
the lower bound. 
We shall now prove by induction over n (n > 1) that every strongly 
connected digraph with n vertices and 
$n(n - 1) + $(k - l)(k - 2) + 1 
or more edges contains a C, . For n < k - 1 there is nothing to prove. 
So we proceed to the induction step (n > k). Let 
be a longest cycle of G and let H’ be the subgraph induced by V(9). Then 
by Theorem 6 ) E(H’)I >, $m(m - 1) + i(k - l)(k - 2) + 1, in parti- 
cular m > k. If m < n H 2 C, by the induction hypothesis, so assume 
m = n. Let S be a longest cycle of G among those cycles which have 
length <n, and let H be the subgraph of G induced by S. Then if 
H contains a Ck by the induction hypothesis. If not, then by Lemma 4 G 
contains cycles of every even length. This completes the proof of 
Theorem 10. 
DEFINITION. Let k be an integer 22. Take r disjoint copies of the com- 
plete digraph with k - 1 vertices: HI , H, ,..., H, . Form the union 
HI u H2 u ... u H, and add all the edges from Hi to Hj when i < j. The 
resulting graph has n = (k - I)r vertices and 
$z(n - 1) + $r(k - l)(k - 2) = &z(n - 1) + g(k - 2)n 
edges and it contains no C, . We shall say that a graph which can be 
described in this way has property pR . 
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THEOREM 11. Let G be a digraph with n vertices containing no CI, , 
k 3 4. Then 1 E(G)] < @(n - 1) + &(k - 2)n. Furthermore equality 
holds if and only if G has property plc . 
Proof. Induction over n. For n < k the statement is easily verified 
so we proceed to the induction step. Suppose G contains no Ck and has 
n > k vertices and at least &n(n - 1) + +(k - 2)n edges. We shall show 
that G has propertyp, . If v is any vertex of G then 
1 E(G - v)l < &(n - l)(n - 2) + +(k - 2)(n - l), 
hence d(v, G) > n. If G is strongly connected, then it is pancyclic by 
Theorem 2. This is a contradiction, so we can assume that V(G) = 
AuB, where A# 0, Bf M, AnB= %, and E(B+A)= %. 
Let HI , Hz denote the subgraphs of G induced by A and B, respectively. 
By the induction hypothesis 
I EWdl < + I VK)l(l J’WJ - 1) + Hk - 211 WGI 
for i = 1, 2. Hence 
$0 - 1) + B(k - 2) n < I E(G)1 = I ~VG)I + I Wb)I + I JW -+ @I 
G Q I Wf,)I(I WMI - 1) + Hk - 31 VHJI 
+ i I W,)I(I J’Wd - 1) + SF - 211 W&)I 
+ I Wdl I WJI = Sn(n - 1) + W - 2)n. 
Therefore the inequalities above are equalities, i.e., HI and Hz have 
property pie by the induction hypothesis and every vertex of HI dominates 
every vertex of H, . Then clearly G has property plc and the theorem is 
proved. 
COROLLARY 1. For n > k ex(n, C,) = +n(n - 1) + +(k - 2)n. 
Proof. If k >, 4 we use Theorem 11. If k = 3 we can argue as in the 
proof of Theorem 11. This case has also been treated in [3]. The case 
k = 2 is trivial. 
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